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A NOTE ON FIBRE BUNDLES

LEE, HONG JAE

Let ~= (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle (§ 2), where G is a topological

group ([lJ, [2J). For a left G-space F the relation (x,y)s=(XS,s-ly) defines

a right G-space structure on X x F, where (x, y) E X x F and s E G. We

put XF = X x F mod G, and we define PF: XF~ B by the commutative

diagram

AX P
XxF--~X--~B

~
/'

....PF
Canonical © .

Projection \,
XF

where prX(X,y)=x for all (x,y)E XxF (§2).

In this paper, we shall prove that the bundle ~ (FJ = (XF, PF, B) is a fibre

bundle (~1) under some conditions (Theorem 1 of § 3).

1. Fibre bundles

Let ~= (X, P, B, F) is a bundle with fibre F satisfying local triviality ([C,

[2J and [3J). Thus there is an open covering {UA jeJ of B such that for

each jEJ
if>j: UjXF~p-l(Uj)

is a homeomorphism. fUj}jeJ is called a system of coordinate neighborhoods,

and each if>j is called the coordinate function. The coordinate functions are

required to satisfy the conditions:

pif>j(b,y)=b for (b,y)EUjxF and for jEJ.

Sometimes, (Uj, if>j) is called a chart of ~ uver Uj.

Let F be an effective G-space (§ 2), where G is a topological group (that

is, G is a group of automorphisms of F) ([lJ). We define a map

if>j,b : F~Fl(b)

by
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(in the sequel. a map means a continuous map), then for each pair (i, j) E

JxJ and for bEUin Uj G must satisfy the condition that the homeomor

phism
¢Jj,,,-lo¢Ji,,, :F~F

coincides with the operation of a unique element of G. In this case, the group

G is called structure group of the bundle ~.

Thus, the map gj,i : Ui nUj~ G defined by

gj,i(b) =¢Jj,b-1o¢J;,b

is continuous. We have the following results:

(i) For any (i,j,k)EJxJxJ

gl:,j(b)gj,i(b)=gl:,i(b), bEUin Ujn UI:.

(ii) For iEJ gi,i(b) =the identity of G, bE Ui

(iii) In (i), put i=k, then from (ii) we obtain

gj,l:(b) = (gl:,j(b»)-l, bEUjn UI:.

If we define the map Pi :p-I(Uj)~ F by

Pj(:C) =¢Jj,,,-l(:c),

where p(:c) =b, the" following identities hold.

(iv) pj¢Jj(b,y)=y, ¢Jj (p (:c), pj(:C»=:C, gj,i(P(:c»Pi(:C)=Pi(:c),

where (b,y)EUjxF, :cEX and p(:C)EUinUj. {gi,j}<;,j)EJxJl is called a

system of transition functions of B relative to an open covering (Uj}jEJ. In
this case, for bEUinUj, we have

¢Jj(b, y) =¢J;(b, gi,j(b)y).

The bundle e= (X, p, B, F, G) is called a coordinate bundle with charts {(Uj,

¢Jj)} and the structure group G.

Two coordinate bundles ~ and e' are said to be equivalent in the strict sense

if they have the same bundle space, base space, projection, fibre and groups.

and their charts {(Uj, ¢Jj)}, {(U'1:, ¢J'I:)} satisfy the conditions that

gJ:,j(b)=¢J'iJ·¢Jj,b, bEUjnU'k,

coincides with the operation of an element of G, and the map

gk,j: UjnU'i~G

so obtained is continuous.

PROPOSITION 1. The above relation is a proper equivalence relation.

Proof. By defu1ition of gj,i, reflexivity is obvious. For

Ki,j(b)=¢J'iJ-¢Jj,b, bEUjnU'i,
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gj,l, (b) =r/Ji.hf>'I,b

is (gk,j(b))-l by the above (iii). Therefore we have the commutative diagram

gj,i
UjnU'k=U'knUj .......G

~~~?
G

where ()-1: G---')oG is defined by ()-l(g)=g-l, gEG. Since G is a

topological group, () -1 is continuous, and therefore gj,k is continuous.

Symmetry is proved.

Assume that I; is equivalent in the sense to 1;' and e is equivalent in the

sense to /;"• We want to prove that for all bEUj nU" l

gl,j : Ujnu"l---')oG

is continuous at b, where gl,j(b)=r/J",j·r/Jj,b. Take U'k such that bEUjnU'k

nU"l, then

gl,j : Uj nU'I---')oG, gl,k: U'knU"l---')oG

are continuous. Since

gl,l(b) gl,j(b) = (r/J"i,7,·iflk,b) • (rP'"i,l·r/Jj,b) =r/J"i,l·r/Jj,b

and G x G---')oG defined by (g, g') I--.......gg' is continuous, gl,j is continuous

at b. Therefore transitivity is verified. q.e.d.

With this notion of equivalence, a fibre bundle is defined to be an equivalence

class of coordinate bundles. Thus a fibre bundle may regard a maximal

coordinate bundle having all possible coordinate functions of equivalence class

([3J, [4J).

2. Principal G-bnndles

Let X be a topological space, and let G be a topological group. X is a right

G-space if a map XxG---')oX defined by (x,s) I-.......XSEX satisfies the fol

lowing conditions:

(i) For each xEX,S,tEG, the relation x (st) = (xs)t holds.

(ii) For each xEX, the relation xl=x holds, where 1 is the identity of G.

A right G-space X is said to be effective if it has the property that xs=x

implies s=l. Let x* be the subspace consisting of all (x, xs) EXX X, where
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xEX, sEG for an effective G-space X. There is a function 'C: X*~G such

that .xt"(x,.xs) =.xs for all (x,.xs) EX*. The function 'C : X*~G is called the

translation function. From the definition of 7: we have the following:

(iii) 'C(x, x) =1

(iv) 'C(x, .x') 'C (.x', .x") ='C(x, x")

(v) 'C(.x',x)= ('C(X,X'») -1 for x,x', .x"EX.

A right G--space X is said to be principal if X is a right effective G-space

with a continuous translation function 'C : X*~G. A principal G-bundle is

a G-bundIe (X,p,B), where X is principal.

Let ~= (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let F be a left G-space. The

bundle'; (F) = (XF, PF, B) is called the associated bundle of .; with fibre F(see

the first part of this paper). The group G is called the structure group of .; (F) •

PROPOSITION 2. In HF)=(XF,PF,B), PF-1(b) is homeomorphic to F for

all bEE.

Proof. Note that there is the translation map 'C : X*~G of the G-bundIe

~=(X,p,B). Let p(xiJ=b for some XoEX. We define the map f: F~XF

by f(y)=(xo.y)G for yEF, where (Xo.y)G is an element of 10'. Since

PF«Xo.y)G)=p(xo)=b, f(F) is a subset of PF-1 (b). Define

gl :p-l(b)xF~Fby gl(X,y)='C(Xo.x)y,

where x=xoS for some SEG. Then Kl(XS,s-ly)=gl(X,y). H .the map K : PF-1(b)

~F is defined by the commutative diagram

gl
p-l(b)xF --+E

c~ 0/; /
\. ...

PF-f(b)

we know that f and g are inverse to each other. q.e.d.

3. The Main Theorem

An atlas of charts of a bundle .;= (X, p, B, F) with fibre F -is a family

(CUh ~j) LEJ of charts such that UjEJUj=B.

LEMMA 1. For the product bundle ([lJ) .;=(Xx G,p, X) there is a one-to

one correspondence between all X-automorphisms .;~.; over X and all maps

X~G, where G is a topological space. That is, an X-automorphism ~y;: e
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~~ corresponds to the map g: X~G such that tPg(x,s)=(x,g(x)s) for

(x,s) EXXG.

Proof. Define (XxG) xG-XxGby «x,s),t) 1---+(X,S)t=(x,st). Then

XxG is a right G-space. Since ,pg: ~-~ is an X-automorphism we have

the commutative diagram;

---+XxG

/
p'~ © ,/p

"'. /

'\. ./
X

where ,p. is a G-morphism ([lJ). From p,pg=p, we have ,pg(x, s) = (x,

f(.x,s)) for some map f: XxG-G. Put g(b)=f(b,l). Then we have

,pg(x, s) =,pg(.x, l)s=(x, g(x) )s= (x, g(x)s).

Conversely, from the relation ,pg(x, st) = (x, g (x)s)t=,pg (x, s)t, it follows

that ,pg is an automorphism with inverse morphism ,pg-1=,pg', where g' (x) =

g(x) -1 for XEX.

LE~MA 2. Let ~= (Xx G, p, X) be a right G-bundle ([lJ), and let F be a

left effective G-space. The bundle autQ11Wrphisms

~ (F)-~ (F) = (Xx F, q, X)

are all of the form ,pg(x,y)= (x, g(x)y), where g: X-G is a map and

XxF=XxGxF mod G.

Proof. By Lemma 1, our bundle automorphisms are quotients of (x, s, y) 1---+

(x,g(x)s,y). Since (x,g(x)s,y)=(x,g(x)y) mod G, our bundle automor

phisms are of the form (x, y) I~--+(x,g(x)y) =,pg(x, y). Since g(x) EG, g(x)

is an automorphism of F. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 3. Let ~= (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let ~ (F) be

the associated bundle of ~ with fibre F. If (U, ,pI) and (U, ,p2) are charts

of ~ (F) over UcB, then there is a unique map g : U --+G such that ,pI (b, y)

=,p2(b,g(b)y) for each (b,y)EUxF, where g(b) is an automorphism of F.

Proof. By the hypothesis ,p2-1',pl : U x F=U x F. By Lemma 2, the auto

morphism ,p2-1',pl has the unique map g: U-G such that ,p2-1·cj>I(b,y)=

(b,g(b)y). Since F is a left effective G-space g(b)EG is an automorphism

of F. In this case, we have ,pl(b,y) =,p2(b, g(b)y). q.e.d.

Suppose the associated bundle ~ (F) = (XF, PF, B) of a principal G-bundle ~=
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(X,p,B). Let {(U.i>~j)}jEJ be an atlas of ~(F). Then (UinUj, ~IUinUj)

and (UinUj, qSjlUinUj) are charts of ~(F) over UinUj. For hEUinUj we

-define
~,1J : F~p-lF(h)

ill W
y 'r------+t/J; (h. y)

and

qSj,lJ : F~p-l ..(h)

W W
y I---+(/Jj(h,y)

Then, by Proposition 3 there is a unique map

gj,;: UinUj~G

'SUch that gj,i(b) =qS-lj,lJ'~,lJ, where gj,i(h) is an automorphism of F. H all
gj,i(h) for hEUinUj and (i,j)EJXJ are in G, then {gj,i}(i,j)eJxJ is a

'System of transition functiQns of B relative to {Uj}jeJ, because of we can
-easily prove that 1Jj,i satisfies the properties (i)-(iii) in § 1.

THEOREM 1. (Main th~) Let e(F) be the associated bundle with fibre F

-of a Principal G-hundle. e= (X, p, B). If e(F) has an atlas (((li, qSj)} ieJ, then

e(F) is a jihre bundle.

Proof. We have already proved that e(F) is a coordinate bundle. Therefore

we have to show that two coordinate bundles e(F) with atlas {((li, qSj)} and

e(F) with atlas {(U'j, qS'j)} relative to G are equivalent in the strict sense.

Since (UjnU'i, qSjIUjnU';) and (UjnU'i, qS'jIUjnU';) are charts of e(F)

'Over UjnU'i, by Proposition 3 {e (F), {(Uj, qSj)}} and {e (F), {(U'i, qS'j)}} are

-equivalent in the strict sense (§ 1). q.e.d.
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